UNIVERSITY VILLAGE PRESENTS:

HALLOWEEN HUNT 2020

Bones are scattered everywhere
Enter the graveyard if you dare
Each site holds a new clue
Treats await you if you do!

October 26th-31st | University Village, Albany
Tricks and Treats pick-up on 10/31 4-6pm
@ The App Bay

This Halloween Hunt features two adventures for residents:

The first adventure, geared towards our younger residents, will have letters hidden throughout the Village; find all the letters to spell the secret word!

The second adventure, geared towards our older residents, will be a hunt for hidden skeletons. Scan the QR code on each skeleton to reveal a spooky Halloween tale. Find all the skeletons and be entered into a drawing for one of 10 $10 Target giftcards.

Tricks and Treats will be given to all participants on
Oct 31st 4-6pm @ the App Bay

For updates and more info: https://bit.ly/3i9yx5k